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Geodetic Aircraft Structure By Keith D. Powell, EAA 1939 he "Player" homebuilt sport plane is in its twentyfirst year of flying, has appeared at three National EAA Fly-Ins and copped first place for spot landing in the 1960 flight events. Innumerable pilots (including the author) have tasted the thrill of their first flight in command of a homebuilt aircraft, and have been allowed to join Earl Player in many enjoyable hours of trouble free air time in this durable product of a "Pioneer" homebuilders skill brought into being for the fabulously low sum of $500.00 cash outlay.



T



All this is leading up to the reason for this article. To provide information on construction principles and to illustrate the value of wooden geodetic structure for the amateur. As a practical approach to solving the average income homebuilders biggest problem, funds over and above living expenses, the economy and proven qualities of the geodetic diamond mesh structure has long been overlooked or just not known about by the growing gang of present day enthusiasts. This article was prepared to help in the latter respect. We are indeed grateful to Messr's. Player and Thaiman for their invaluable assistance in preparing this article. Without them it could not have been written. Our present day organization owes its very existence to the efforts of such stalwart pioneers as Bogardus, Yates, Long, Rupert, Wittman, Thalman, Player and many others of the early restricted era. Knowing just two of them has been a rich experience and if EAA ever inaugurates a Hall of Fame they deserve proper recognition. To give the reader a brief history of our subject, let's see what others have done. The British World War II Vickers Armstrong "Wellington" bomber was a well known exponent of geodetic structure. The Wellington was famed for its load lifting capacity and durability The metal riveted and bolted mesh structure could be



peppered with flak and cannon shell holes and still hang together. Geodetic aircraft structure was used in the U. S. by the "father of geodetic homebuilts", George Yates of Beaverton, Oreg., as early as 1927. His first ship, the "Stiper", was constructed in 1930 using ',4 in. diameter steel tubing welded at each crossover of the geodetic mesh. It was still flying in 1938. The "Stiper" was a two-seat tandem parasol. Later efforts during the 1930's



included the midwing Salmson powered, single-place Oregon "0", several low-wingers and a maximum effort in design during the period was the building of 2 low-wing twin engine ships powered by 40 hp Continentals (Fig. 1).



The "Stiper" was the only Yates design using metal structure. A convert to the wooden materials qualities of lightness and strength, ease of fabrication and econo-



my, all the rest were constructed of wood and glue using metals only at vital stress points; engine mounts, fittings, landing gears, etc. Mr. Yates developed geodetic for not only the fuselage structure but used it in the entire airframe; wings, fins and control surfaces. Some Yates wings were spar-less using light internal members only to form the geodetic lattice airfoil. Photos of some uncovered Yates wings show the spar to be built up truss of light spruce indicating the geodetic carried the major portion of the flight loads. An evident takeoff of the Yates low-wing geodetic design, "The Plxweve CT-6" two-seat tandem trainer appeared in 1941 and according to specifications performed well on a 75 hp Continental (Fig. 2). Other develop-



Fig. 2. Plxweve C T-6



ments by Mr. Yates and the fate of these unique aircraft is unknown to the author and additional information by someone closer to their development and use would be welcomed. In the mid 1930s information on Mr. Yates' system introduced Earl Player and Harry Thalman of Salt Lake City to its promising features and both were soon entangled in their own separate backyard "basket weave" projects. The "Player" fuselage was assembled in the alley behind Earl's home incidentally. How "backyard" can you get? Anyway the oft used excuse, "I don't have a place to build" doesn't seem to stop some hardy persons. Earl's ship grew from the application of several designs popular during the thirties. The wing was built from plans of the Long "Longster" appearing in an early "Mechanix Illustrated Flying Manual." The tail planes were modified from a cracked "Curtiss Jr." and the fuselage of prime interest to us, is his own design in wooden geodetic (see Fig. 3 cutaway).



Fig. 1. Yates Twin.



As an illustration of how the amateur builder and designer can resolve aerodynamic layout problems by Continued on next page SPORT AVIATION
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Fig. 3. Wm. Player's "Player" Sport. The "Player" is a single-place ship with half parasol and half shoulder wing, geodetic fuselage. Designed and built by Wm. E. Player of Salt Lake City, Utah- Aptly named, the ship is a frisky, fun to fly sportster. 1. Aluminum cowling - 65 hp Continental. 6. All wood geodetic fuselage- Plywood former rings de2. Conventional strut braced wood wing, Clark "Y", facreasing in thickness from nose to tail, (i.e.) 1 in. firebric covered. wall, 3/4, %, etc. Four % sq. longerons, bucket pilot seat, 3. Plywood cockpit framing. Originally an open job, other internal details conventional. Fabric over longithe sliding canopy is shown in the open position. tudinal fairing strips. 7. Cub type, streamline tubing landing gear. 4. Wire braced tubular steel tailplanes. 5. Pietenpol tailwheel.



using a proven designs features, leaving the headaches for non-conformists who want something "way-out"; Earl adapted the "Corben Super Ace" general layout, basic fuselage dimensions and station locations in the design of his airplane. The wing placement and other layout details also are the same as the "Super Ace". The "Player" was test hopped in 1940 and except for a forced four year storage period during World War II, has been active ever since; culminating her existence by bringing home the bacon from the 1960 EAA nationals. The Thalman midwing took to the air in 1941 and through its outstanding performance, demonstrated her designer-buiders self taught engineering prowess and the benefits of wooden geodetic. A single-seater powered by the five-cylinder Velie 55 hp engine, Harry's brainchild clipped along at 130 mph top speed, 120 cruise and landed on high elevation air strips at 38 mph. Take off and climb (1500 fpm) were fabulous for the low horsepower due primarily to the tapered 41 ft. span, high aspect ratio sailplane like wing employed. See Fig. 4 three view. This wing, as did the rest of the airframe, incorporated the diamond mesh, glued spruce strips. A box spar of full span and the geodetic monocoque made the wing fully cantilever and clean. The entire design displayed Thalmans' devotion to aerodynamic cleanliness. The fuselage carried thru the radial engine's circular cowling cross section ending in a pointed tail-cone. In contrast to most homebuilders who want just a sportplane featuring proven qualities for Sunday flying, Mr. Thalman 18
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went out to achieve a flying machine of superior performance with an original design.



A true experimenter and progressive backyard engineer, Harry tried two different empennage designs and several minor modifications for performance improvement on this ship. The original configuration mounted the stab and elevators on the fuselage center line (also thrust line). Final configuration changed the Thalman T-3B to a "T" tail with the horizontal surfaces mounted on the vertical fin tip. The smoother air flow over the horizontal surfaces gave better in-flight performance but caused a loss of control effectiveness during take-off. The original configuration with the elevators in the prop blast was found best; at least for a ship with low stall speed and the desired short field, high cruise performance qualities sought and achieved in the Thalman design. Having proven his basic theories, Harry began construction of his second midwing in 1946. This ship was to be the ultimate in aerodynamic efficiency, a functional, economical mode of transportation for four persons. One which would enlarge on the hi-speed, versus low-speed compromise block that has faced the airplane designer since the Wright Brothers first took wing. Using the same basic design as the T-3B with the sailplane like wing mounted just above the thrust line, Harry incorporated a manually retractable tri-cycle landing gear and among other innovations, concentrated on the elimination of an ever present turbulence and drag producing feature of the conventional airplane. The continued on page 22
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Fig. 4. NX28374 Thalman T3-B
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Geodetic Construction in ...



Earl Player's "Player" Photo by Earl Plover



The



Player" construction details.



Photo by Earl Player



"Player" original configuration 1940 — First engine was 4-cylinder "Dayton" air cooled Ford Model "A" conversion. Color was red, fuse-grey wing, silver nose. That's the Rosenhan Corben "Junior" in background.



Photo by Earl Player



The "Player" under construction all-wood geodetic fuselage. Earl varnished the woodwork, then aluminum pigmented last coat — not a loose joint or wood deterioration in 21 years.
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Photo by K. D. Powell



"Player" fuselage during recover in 1958. Note the spliced in geo-strip, bucket seat and shoulder harness.



Photo by Earl Player



Earl Player (left) and Mr. Narda shown with



Photo by Earl Player



Wm. Earl Player in cockpit of his homebuilt, all-wood



geodetic fuselage, "Player" sport during first test hops. 20
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"Player".



Photo by Earl Player



The "Player" under construction.



Note the landing gear,



cabane strut fittings, conventional internal braced wing.



Thalman's T-3 and T-4 Photo from Roy Millard Collection



Harry



Thalman



Thalman



T-3B



set to go in his all-wood geodetic



homebuilt midwing.



Photo from Roy Millard Collection



Harry Thalman and the "Thalman T-3" in original configuration, before "T" tail wheel pants, etc., all silver.



Photo f r o m Roy Millard Collection



Thalman and T-3B in flight.



Photo from Roy Millard Collection



Thalman T-4 interior of fuselage from rear seat aft.



Photo from K



D. Powell Collection



Thalman T-4, 4-place midwing, all-wood geodetic with latest configuration, 270 hp Lycoming.



Photo from Roy Millard Collection



Thalman T-3B



Chester style, performance.



— Note forward sliding canopy a la Art Racey



look



and fabulous



high



altitude



Photo by K. D. Powell



Thalman T-4 geodetic fuse construction details. SPORT AVIATION
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Fig. 5. Thalman T-4 designed and constructed by Harry J. Thalman of Salt Lake City, Utah. This plane is all wood geodetic 4-place midwing. It also has a manually retractable tri-cycle landing gear. 1. Aluminum cowling 135 hp Ly com ing. 7. Fuselage structure with built up and laminated ring formers. Fairing strips under fabric, over the geodetic, 2. Molded plywood L. E. forms "D" section nose over not shown for clarity in cutaways. geodetic. 55 gal. fuel cap. in fiberglas wing tanks. 8. Full span main spar thru cabin. Two person seating 3. Aileron. behind spar, pilot and co-pilot forward of spar side-by4- Flap - 1/16 in. x Vz in. geodetic construction. side. Access hatches swing up in Mercedes-Benz "Gull5. Conical tail navigation light cover, clear plex. wing" sport car fashion. Folding ladder on right side 6. Canted rib wooden tail structure. Stab and vertical fin affords entry and exit. ply covered. All surfaces interchangeable. 9. Plexiglas bubble windshield. All plexiglas tinted blue.



GEODETIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE . . .



Continued from page 18



break in the fuselage line caused by a sharply angled windshield. The T-4 fuselage profile presents a perfect teardrop shape from prop to tail cone with the pilot and three passengers enclosed in a molded plexiglass bubble windshield. The windshield rises from just behind the propeller hub and curves back to join the clamshell access hatches providing an unbroken fuselage line and a smooth airflow. See Fig. 5. Control surface and inspection plate gaps are sealed and all outside fittings or other speed robbing protuberances eliminated. Wing and tail surface junctures with the fuselage follow the modern trend and are clean without large flaring fillets. Test flights in 1952 were not disappointing to anyone but the ever present skeptics. In fact the propulsive efficiency was down right gratifying and more than hoped for. Powered with 135 horses the four placer scooted along at 175 mph top, cruised 155 mph and landed at 45 mph with flaps. The ship was flown all over the west with this power and the high mountain ranges were made for it (or vice-versa as you please). Larger power plant installations later boosted speeds to 200 mph true A. S. at 8 - 10,000 ft. with all around performance affected proportionately. 22 AUGUST mi



The ship has logged hundreds of hours, worn out three engines and is still going strong. So is Mr. Thalman, now working on another midwing featuring a plastic bonded honeycomb sandwich airframe. But that's another structures story. Theory and Features



Let's see what the term geodetic means as applied to our subject. Webster's Dictionary says: Geodetic • adj.: of or pertaining to, or determined by, geodesy; geodesic; as, geodetic surveying. Geodesic - of or pertaining to geodesy; the geometry of curved surfaces, in which geodesic lines take the place of the straight lines. Geodesy - That branch of applied mathematics which determines the exact positions of points and the figures and areas of large portions of the earth's surface, or the shape and size of the earth.



Confused? Let's see how a couple of professionals in the arts and science of aircraft structures interpret the nomenclature and attributes of our subject. We quote first a member of Ogden Chapt. 58, Aeriel C. Knowles; "Since the actual construction is composed of a network of grid-forming members which literally



form the curved surfaces of the component under construction, little imagination is needed to relate this to the mathematical definition of a geodesic line, (i.e.) The shortest line lying on a given surface and connecting two given points. Here the member (geodetic strip) actually replaces a line."



From the above we can see how our structure, which transfers loads from member to member on a criss-cross "great circle" route, derived its name. To most, the engineering theory and mechanical function of the geodetic form seems mysterious and



complicated. Fortunately this is not true but is in fact the essence of simplicity and directly related to a well known structure. The following analysis by Chapter 58's chief Aeronautical Engineer, Lt. Rod Huggelman, sheds the cloak of mystery. Lt. Huggelman says, quote:



"Nature has endowed the insect with a most excellent structure. The lowly ant for example has an exoskeletal structure of amazing lightness and strength. This closed shell structure is called monocoque in the field of aircraft structures. It has probably the highest strength to weight ratio and is widely used today in aircraft and missiles. Any homebuilder who has tried to cover compound curves with a sheet of plywood has already had experience with one of its primary short comings. Another disadvantage is often its extreme rigidity. Rigidity is generally an asset but such structures are not normally able to take high shock loading concentrated in a small area since they cannot easily distribute the stress. An egg shell for example can take amazing loads properly applied while a sharp blow with a pointed object will easily crack it. Often it is possible to compromise ultimate strength and rigidity in monocoque structures by perforating the shell with holes. The flexibility thus provided will enable the structure to better handle shock and impact loads. By increasing the shell thickness we can restore the ultimate strength of the structure while still maintaining some desirable flexibility, although at a slight weight penalty. The geodetic or "basket weave" structure is simply an extension of the perforated monocoque structure.



However, it is much less expensive, simply constructed and unrestricted by compound curves." Unquote. The last sentence should be very appealing to the



amateur.



The geodetic wooden aircraft structure as used in the Yates and Thalman aircraft undoubtedly reached a high point in perfection and have contributed proof of service durability and performance.



Let's check some features. Weight - A light airframe allows greater pay load and/or more speed, better climb, etc. with lower horsepower and consequently increased economy. (Ask Steve Wittman about this. No formula was more successful.) In this respect, geodetic will go all-out. The average basic geodetic fuselage should not weigh over 40 pounds. Yates built a cantilever wing panel that weighed only 24 Ibs. Strength to weight features are evident and undoubtedly better than most conventional light aircraft structures.



Strength - Before starting design or construction of wooden geodetic, or any other wood aircraft structure, a familiarization study should be made of wood materials and their application. Several texts are available including Manual 18 and especially recommended are the Munitions Board Aircraft Committee Bulletins ANC-18, "Design of Wood Aircraft Structures", and ANC-19, "Wood Aircraft Inspection and Fabrication," available from Aero Publishers. Chapter 3 of ANC-18 entitled "Methods of Structural Analysis" contains a comprehensive presentation on engineering data for wood aircraft structures including the monocoque and semi-monocoque plywood stressed skin structure. The application of stress analysis and design features of the monocoque shell are the basis for geodetic airframe engineering as used and recommended by geodetic exponents.



The book "Airplane Design" by K. D. Wood, 6th edition, 1941 offers our only known information in stress analysis and preliminary design for geodetic structures. The book gives examples and mathematical equations for suggested geodetic engineering and is recommended for reference here. In his book Mr. Wood states that published data for design or stress analysis of geodetic structures did not appear to be available at that time. This seems to be the case at this late date also. The following recommendations are taken from his book:



Quote: (1) "To arrive at preliminary design and stress analysis it is probably conservative to design an equivalent monocoque fuselage and then select geodetic members of such size and spacing as to make the lattice cage have the same weight as the monocoque skin. This procedure has been used at Purdue University with a resulting margin of safety in excess of 50% for plywood construction. (2) For structural analysis, a lattice cage fuselage may be regarded as a series of triangular frames with imaginary bulkheads and pin joints at all intersections. In such a framework the load which can be carried by one of the compression diagonals determines the strength of the structure in torsion and bending." Unquote. For Mr. Thalman's explanation of the mechanical principals he references a tube, likening it to a fuselage. Imagine the tube without any internal bracing and made up of one set of equally spaced strips spiraled only one way around its diameter and length. If you twisted the tube in the direction of the spirals it would decrease in diameter. Twisting it the opposite direction causes it to enlarge in diameter. Now imagine a second layer of strips wound in the opposite direction over the first to form the diamond mesh lattice. Now twisting in either direction causes an opposing reaction and the tube is rigid and strong.



Monocoque, in nature, the structure is a strong, compact, torsion resistant component braced in all directions, yet strange as it may seem, it is also elastic in nature, shock and engine vibrations are effectively dampened. Thalman says the fuselage he builds could be twisted one quarter turn before failing. This elasticity is a prime strength feature. Standard airframe structures may receive a peak stress amount and will "give" very little before failure. Under the same energy, the geodetic would "give" more and not reach the breaking point. We hasten to add that this apparent "limberness" continued on next page SPORT AVIATION
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GEODETIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE . . . Continued jrom preceding page doesn't mean the wings flap or the tail shakes however. Ever see the undulations of the "Helio Courier" tail during taxiing or the "T-Crafts" shuddering when the engine is started? None of this is apparent in our structure.



Safety - This same elasticity affords a structure



with the progressive failure features so necessary



to safety in a crash. For those fearful of the usual splinter hazards associated with wooden aircraft crackups, the springy strips tend to bend and break outward eliminating the occupant spearing danger. Both Mr. Player and Mr. Thalman have experienced accidents causing damage and verify the damage resistant features and another inherent valuable trait of our subject. Ease and economy of repair. Damage is



usually slight and the splicing in of a few spruce strips is much easier than the usual procedures with sheet metal or tubing when an undercarriage is damaged or a wing tip hooks in a snow bank on take off run, slamming the ship to a stop in the snap of a finger. Durability Trapped moisture in an airplane structure can raise havoc with sometimes irrepairable damage resulting. In steel-rust, aluminum-corrosion, and wood-rot, glue joint separation, etc. Since our structure is of wood it's very gratifying to know that the physical makeup of the diamond mesh eliminates any possibility for trapping moisture. No trouble should be experienced except in an unusual case in particular design or partial use of conventional wooden gusseted structure (i.e. Jodel. Pietenpol, etc.).



The "Player" was recovered after fourteen years of outside exposure in 1958 and the only spot showing deterioration was the lower portion of the bulkhead at the tail wheel where water from the entire fuselage interior drains to. The drain hole evidently had plugged with mud or was slightly misplaced. To be concluded in the August issue — watch for the construction tips to be included. AUTHOR'S NOTE: The general nature of this presentation required brevity. Therefore much was left out to keep the article "magazine" size. One important part not covered was the requirement for GOOD glue joints at each crossover of the geodetic mesh strips and former to geodetic cage junctures. Good glue joints are important in any wood airplane structure but they are particularly so with geodetic since they absorb or transfer the compression stresses.



Keith D. Powell



"Airplane Design" will be reprinted some time this fall in a 1961 version. Further information indicates that it will be available from the University of Colorado's campus book store "On Campus", Boulder, Colorado. Perhaps sufficient inquiries from EAAers would hasten the publication of these valuable texts.



Keith D. Powell



Welding Demonstration The monthly meetings of Detroit Chapter #13 usually include a practical demonstration of some phase of homebuilding srt for the benefit of the more inexperienced members. Here we see Phil Austin, Head Welding Instructor of the Detroit Board of Education from Trombly Trade School, showing how to weld aircraft tubing. This meeting was held at the H & S Propeller Shop, 25210 Ryan Road, Warren, Michigan. Mr. Stanley kindly offered their facilities for this meeting, and members also had a chance to tour the shop where equipment is available to handle anything from the simplest light plane props to huge turboprops.



Not much is known nor can it be put down as exact fact in engineering formulas for geodetic or for that matter monocque design of any kind. Thalman proved his structure by static loading the wing, lever twisting the fuselage section and FLIGHT TESTING (about 600,000 miles on the T-4). Thalman also states that he doubts that there is anyone who can accurately stress analyze geodetic construction "on paper". Recent information points out that ANC-18 and 19 Bulletins and K. D. Woods' "Airplane Design" are out of print. However there are rumors that the ANC Bulletins are going to be published in sectional form and that 24
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Photo by Robert F. Pouley
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PART TWO



Geodetic Aircraft Structure By Keith D. Powell, EAA 1939 Economy and Ease of Construction.



Mr. Player's quotation of $500. cost for constructing the "Player" is indicative of the economy geodetic provides. This quotation is at the 1939 dollar value but even today comparable cost cannot be matched by other materials. The geodetic strips are sawed from a good straight grain spruce plank. Much cheaper than aircraft plywood and aluminum sheet or steel tubing. Earl says the "Player" fuselage material cost about $10.00. Compare this to the $300.00 or more required for steel tubing used in the average two-place available homebuilt such as the Tailwind, Cougar, Skyhopper, and most others. Simple tools are required. The average handyman or hobbyist should have drills, a bench saw, a saber saw and the necessary hand tools. Planing mills and cabinet shops are readily available and reasonable for the small amount of heavy "finishing" that may be required. Thaiman used large spring clothes pins as clamps in gluing the geodetic spirals. Earl constructed the "Player" in less than a year without previous aircraft building experience. Ingenuity rather than several special skills, fancy tools and expensive material seems to be the answer here. Details of Construction.



The foregoing indicates what can be done. Now let's see how we can do it with a few technical tips mentioned by the experts. Looking at an uncovered geodetic fuselage it seems to be an intricate maze of criss-crossed thin strips spiraling hither and yon in a most confusing manner.



Closer inspection reveals the maze to have a definite pattern and lo and behold the strips are not woven over and under as the common term "Basket-weave" leads one to believe. See Fig. 6 and more on this later. Looking deeper inside the structure we see bulkheads and formers with a longeron or two at cutouts such as the cockpit openings, high load carrying points, etc.



The geodetic strips are, in function, the stressed skin of our structure but a little ground work is necessary to provide a place for them so let's start with the innards. Bulkheads and Formers.



We deal with the fuselage only now with the thought that references to formers and longerons will apply, in kind, the same as would ribs and spars for a wing. The bulkheads and formers must be constructed first and as the sketches show, several methods are available in design and construction. A combination of two or more types can be used in one fuselage.



The "Player" has only one type (Fig. 7) and is the easiest to build. All were cut from marine plywood sheet, graduating in thickness from nose to tail, utilizing "beef" in the load carrying areas of the forward section and thinner lighter material for the aft. We quote
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Fig. 6



from the ANC-19 Bulletin, "Fuselage rings or bulkheads are frequently cut out of solid plywood or utilize plywood webs in combination with other parts. In either instance the plywood is most easily cut to shape by routing. Fuselage rings for one plane model have been made by band sawing from plywood with reportedly satisfactory results in service. Excellent utilization was reputedly attained by cutting a series of rings of successively decreasing size from the same sheet of plywood and, in addition, using small scraps for other purposes." Unquote. A proven, simple, and economical method of fabrication for the homebuilt it seems. Wood end grain provides a weak glue joint and at least 50% of the sawed or routed former edge receiving the geodetic strips is end grain. Small glue blocks added as shown in Fig. (7b) correct this problem. Steel straps are bolted to the plywood at important stations such as the landing gear and strut fitting locations to relieve the wood of stresses and to transfer loads from fitting point to fitting point. Many methods are available to prevent localized stress and subsequent failure of the wood fibers. All rules of good design engineering must be followed of course. Typical methods used to spread stress over as large an area as possible are high density reinforcement plates of birch plywood, compreg, impreg, or hardwood inserts; metal plates, large wood washers, bolt bushings, etc. The EAA Builder's Manuals, and SPORT AVIATION back issues contain a wealth of information on this subject as well as the aforementioned ANC Bulletins. The Thalman ships use the more intricate laminated and built-up bulkheads and formers. (Fig. 7c). Though more trouble to build, they feature greater strength with light weight and are recommended for the advanced designer-builder. Thin strips of Vs in. thick spruce are glued up on a mold to form the laminated ring type former (Fig. 8). Very light rings are used in the aft fuselage. continued on page 16 SPORT AVIATION
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GEODETIC . . . from preceding page



Two rings with plywood faces are employed in the built up type formers. All notched longeron receiving



be modified from the preferred perfect circle to the elipse or other similar shapes but they must have well rounded corners and pronounced curvature in flattened areas to maintain strength and facilitate application of the geodetic spirals. This doesn't bother the engineer however since the rounded fuselage cross-section, noted
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Geodetic Aircraft Structure - Size 

Mr. Yates developed geodetic for not only the ... ments by Mr. Yates and the fate of these unique aircraft .... Access hatches swing up in Mercedes-Benz "Gull-.










 








Geodetic Aircraft Structures. Part Two - Size 

Mr. Player's quotation of $500. cost for constructing ... All were cut from marine plywood sheet ..... Summary. Geodetic aircraft can be treated in structural design basically the same as their .... Looking at the T-4 you know he practices what he.










 








AIRCRAFT 

position while performing any procedures on the engine. Figure 1 Defect. 1. Remove starting ... secure the bushing to the plate as shown in figure 2 (repaired).










 








AIRCRAFT 

Observing the engine manufacturers ground run-up procedures allow the engine to reach operating temperatures and perform a normal magneto check. 2.










 








AIRCRAFT 

Example of Date Mfg.: a) 901: 9 is year of manufacture = 1979; 01 is work week of manufacture = week of January. 1. b) 021: 0 is year of manufacture = 1980; ...










 








AIRCRAFT 

Field reports indicate that occasionally switches performing the "Switch Function" listed in Table 1 have been found to leave the right magneto "Live" or "Hot." ...










 








aircraft application data guide - Aircraft Spruce 

Jan 14, 2008 - This application guide is listed in three categories. The aircraft/ ...... MZ-4218. 235. ERZ-8011. SRZ-9021*. LW-15571. MZ-4222. 235. ERZ-8011.










 








Aircraft Building 

In general, we are very privileged to have only a ..... Antique/Classic. Insurance. Program. BENEFITS INCLUDE: â€¢ LOWER LIABILITY & HULL PREMIUMS.










 








Aircraft Building 

referencing the building of the Spruce. Goose. ... construction, and how to properly fin- ish wood. AIRCRAFT ..... Call now â€¢ 650/856-7616 â€¢ for a quote on a Black.










 








Aircraft Brakes 

wear out or when hydraulic fluid is lost through a leak- ing fitting, leaking ... maintenance manual on the Cessna 150 brakes: I OVERHAUL OF ... hydraulic fluid. While most mechanics .... Jerry . . . Chief, Physical Anthropology Lab, FAA Aero-.










 








Aircraft Brushes 

humidity, vibration, duty cycle, etc. 62 APRIL 1993. By BOB NUCKOLLS. EAA 205021 ... the analysis in the world. I am personally involved in the sup-.










 








Aircraft Rigging 

Wing chord incidence bar with "devil level" ... control pressures in long cross-country flights and in ... and aileron controls creates a hazard during cross-wind.










 








Aircraft Building 

spruce such as Douglas fir, white pine, and western ... figure applies to white pine and west- ern hemlock. ... or bark on the edge or corner of a piece of wood.










 








Aircraft Building 

the wood. With that in mind, care must be taken by the aircraft builder and re- storer to ensure the ..... Superfil epoxy filler used on wood leading edge of wing.










 








Aircraft Fabric 

terial after World War I and was in common usage until the ... covering system's manual, and don't deviate from the method ... Most experienced builders and restorers still use the selvage edge as a guide when installing synthetic fabrics.










 








Aircraft Systems.book 

Oct 1, 2008 - This manual was compiled for use only with the PMDG MD-11 simulation for Microsoft ..... Compare the position on the POS REF page and use the ...... value will be retained in small font with an asterisk or possible future.










 








Aircraft Building 

by the outside finish. Not only is .... More on this when we discuss final color coats. .... required for production aircraft and test ...... Dust and dirt in final finish. To.










 








Aircraft Building 

portant to note that you do not need a pristine laboratory to ... You will want to place a hard ... Place a large clock with a sweep sec- ond hand ... perature is less than about 65 degrees .... both O degrees and 90 degrees. In ... Many people call.










 








Aircraft Building 

another advancement for the aircraft industry. ... own airplane designs in kit form. ..... BOX 818, PARK RIDGE, IL 60068 .... W) for enhanced cockpit commu-.










 








Aircraft Building 

A typical stand of spruce in Oregon. largely comprised of .... lumber mill in Washington or Oregon they are then cut ..... NORTH POLE EXPRESS. Depicts Santa ...










 








Aircraft Building 

referencing the building of the Spruce ... veneers used must be free of most wood defects. The glue used must also ..... has been shown to deteriorate in hot,.










 








Structural, geodetic and seismological evidence for tectonic escape in 

the Kaoping river and the area east of this river ...... Heavy line: shoreline. ... 3 â€“ inferred normal faults of the Chinese passive margin; 4 â€“ rivers; 5 â€“ anticline axis ...










 








Space geodetic investigation of the coseismic and postseismic 

ents following the Mojave desert earthquakes, suggesting ... [7] The Altai earthquake struck the northern part of the western .... Mw = 7.2 [EkstrÑ†m et al., 2005].










 








on aircraft 

1 janv. 2009 - Spinlock Limited quality management system is accredited to ... IATA sur le transport des matiÃ¨res dangereuses ; 50 Ã¨me Ã©dition, publiÃ©e le 1er ...
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